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Abstract. In this paper we present a small-scale study investigating the use of the MicroWorlds
Pro multimedia programming environment as an authoring tool for constructing models, simu-
lations and multimedia applications with students of Senior High School. We implemented the
cross-thematic educational scenario “Free fall simulation development” as an open and flexible
framework for activities in actual classroom circumstances, exploring two alternate instructional
strategies: a) simulation development from scratch and b) use of a preconstructed microworld, and
we observed how the students collaborate and interact with the programming environment. The
findings highlight the overall process and the differences in the students’ levels of engagement and
performance, indicating some special features of the programming environment that contribute to
or cause difficulty in the creation of an effective learning environment. We attempt to contribute
to the discussion on the main parameters of designing, developing and implementing an effective
constructionist approach aimed at engaging students in simulation development as a cross-thematic
multimedia project.
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1. Introduction

The introduction and exploitation of Information and Communication Technologies
(ICTs) in the classroom remains an open, composite and multifactoral issue.

The study we report here is part of our effort to extend our experience in designing
learning environments that support learning through exploration, expression, construc-
tion, meaning negotiation and collaboration. We attempt to gain some further insight into
the potential of using the multimedia programming environment MicroWorlds Pro as an
authoring tool for constructing simulations and multimedia applications in the context of
a cross-thematic educational scenario that promotes collaborative exploratory learning.

This paper presents a pilot implementation of the cross-thematic scenario “Free fall
simulation development” as an open and flexible framework for activities (Glezou and
Grigoriadou, 2008, 2009a). This scenario combines elements from Informatics, Physics
and Mathematics, and places emphasis on building microworlds, simulations and mul-
timedia applications as projects. The series of activities developed is characterized by
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a gradually increasing degree of complexity and difficulty and is supposed to function
as scaffolding during the gradual familiarization of the students with Logo programming
language, by applying in action the constructionist reasoning and exploiting the gradually
acquired experience providing students with tools that they are in a position to use.

We implemented two different instructional strategies: a) simulation development
from scratch and b) use of a preconstructed microworld in actual classroom circum-
stances. We investigated how students of the 3rd grade of Senior High School interact
with the programming environment. The findings highlight the overall process and the
differences in the students’ levels of engagement and performance, indicating some spe-
cial features of the programming environment, which may foster or hamper students’
engagement and learning.

The aim of this paper is to discuss the basic parameters of an effective constructionist
instructional approach aimed at engaging students in a cross-thematic multimedia project,
in the level of designing, development and implementation, as well as to provide the edu-
cational community with particular examples of practices for inspiration, implementation
and reflection.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2 the literature review
and the theoretical framework of the study are described. In Section 3 the research frame-
work of the study and the educational scenario “Free fall simulation development” fol-
lowed by the lesson plan which was implemented in accordance with the second teaching
strategy are presented. In Section 4 evaluation findings are reported. In Section 5 conclu-
sions are given. Finally, in Section 6 special issues of interest, limitations of the study and
future research plans are discussed.

2. Literature Review – Theoretical Framework

A number of educational research projects have used computer-modeling tools in educa-
tion and, mostly, in science learning (Schwartz, 2007; Wilensky and Reisman, 2006; Dim-
itracopoulou and Komis, 2005; Teodoro, 2002; De Jong and van Joolingen, 1998). Recent
research focuses on further understanding design characteristics of computer-based pro-
gramming environments which may promote or impede learning with models in science
(Simpson et al., 2005; Louca et al., 2003; Louca and Konstantinou, 2002). Learning to
formulate, analyze, test and revise models is a crucial aspect of understanding science,
and critical to helping students become active, lifelong learners. In the teaching process,
two different ways of exploiting simulations are used: model-using and model-building.
Model-using is the process where we use a simulation created by someone else, while
model-building is the process where the user builds the simulation directly. Typical uses
of a simulation consist of “what-if” actions, changing parameters and, or, initial condi-
tions and observing how these changes affect the system.

The true value of modeling emerges when students can elaborate concepts developed
in precedent modeling activities, in order to deal with more complex modeling problems
(Forbus et al., 2001). The valid exploitation of modeling educational software cannot be
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achieved through exploring the readily made models that come with the software, but
through giving students the opportunity to express their ideas, examine the validity and
the power limits of their ideas, and reach a point where they can gradually build scientific
knowledge (Komis et al., 1999).

It is important to study and identify the particular ways that students use computer-
based environments that support student inquiry and modeling practices. It is possible
that there are features of different programming environments that support learning and
others that hamper learning (Louka and Konstantinou, 2002).

The building of programming knowledge and the development of programming skills
present many difficulties mostly for novice programmers (DuBoulay, 1989; Brusilovsky
et al., 1997; Grigoriadou et al., 2002). Various instructional approaches have been pro-
posed in order to face the difficulties encountered by learners and to promote their ac-
tive involvement in the teaching-learning process (Soloway, 1986; Spohrer and Soloway,
1986; Pane and Myers, 2000). Many educational programming languages and program-
ming environments have been developed to support the teaching of programming and
to facilitate novice learners. The success of Logo – even though it wasn’t developed for
the learning of programming – and of the turtle graphics boosted the development of the
mini-language approach for the teaching of programming. The key concept of the mini-
language approach is based on designing a short and simple language to support the first
steps in the learning of programming. Regardless of the penetration level to programming
and the student’s age, the study of a mini-language has positive results in the development
of algorithmic reasoning and problem solving skills (Brusilovsky et al., 1997).

As novice programmers come for the first time in touch with a programming environ-
ment, they usually meet with a relatively complex interface and a variety of features, func-
tions and tools incorporated in the environment which is not needed from the beginning.
An appropriate environment for novice learners should be developed in gradual steps and
according to their acquired experience. Through applying subtotals of the programming
language, novice programmers show better learning results in less time and feel less dis-
couraged thanks to a less complex and more intuitive interface (DePasquale, 2002).

Programming skills are consolidated when students can use concepts that they have
developed in previous programming activities in order to deal with problems of increasing
complexity. By decreasing the interface complexity in programming environments and
by implementing controlled access to language structures, we can achieve an improved
understanding of programming, as well as a reduction of the cognitive load and pressure
imposed on the learners (DePasquale, 2002).

Logo is considered an important tool in the hands of teachers and students for the
development of their exploration skills, creativity skills, problem solving skills and for
the cultivation of logical-algorithmic reasoning (Papert, 1980; Harel and Papert, 1991;
Clements and Meredith, 1993; Kafai and Resnick, 1996; Turcsányi-Szabó, 1998; Hoyles
et al., 2002; Dagiene, 2003; Resnick et al., 2003). The users become, at the same time,
users and designers (“good” programming languages involve the programmer in the role
of the language designer) as they design and construct tools and objects for the solution
of problems. This double role of the user leads directly to the notion of constructionism.
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Constructionism involves two interweaving types of construction: knowledge construc-
tion through construction of artifacts with personal meaning (Kafai and Resnick, 1996;
Harel and Papert, 1991).

The microworld concept has been present for over four decades now and the exploita-
tion of microworlds in education has triggered the interest and attention of many re-
searchers and instructors who plan, experiment with and explore alternative construction-
ist approaches in various thematic fields (Harel and Papert, 1991; Clements and Mered-
ith, 1993; Kafai and Resnick, 1996; Turcsányi-Szabó, 1998; diSessa, 2000; Hoyles et al.,
2002; Resnick et al., 2003; Kalas, 2006; Brouwer et al., 2007; Glezou and Grigoriadou,
2009a, 2009b). A microworld must be defined at the interface between an individual user
in a social context and a software tool possessing the following five functional attributes:
a) it is domain specific; b) it provides a doorway to the domain for the user by offering a
simple example of the domain that is immediately understandable by the user; c) it leads
to activity that can be intrinsically motivating to the user – the user wants to participate
and persist at the task for the same time; d) it leads to immersive activity best character-
ized by words such as play, inquiry, and invention; and e) it is situated in a constructivist
philosophy of learning (Rieber, 2004). The best microworlds have an easy-to-understand
set of operations that students can use to engage tasks of value to them and, in doing so,
they come to understanding powerful underlying principles (diSessa, 2000).

Logo-like environments can be used to plan and develop microworlds that offer stu-
dents the possibility to express and exploit their thoughts, ideas and feelings and support
the process of building knowledge by creating learning environments rich in speculation
and opportunities for experimentation (Hoyles et al., 2002; Resnick et al., 2003). Pre-
constructed microworlds are meant to operate as starting points and idea generators for
building on them, changing them or decomposing parts of them in order to construct a
new artifact (Kynigos, 2006; Glezou and Grigoriadou, 2009a). It is difficult to provide
students with building blocks sufficiently powerful to create models, yet sufficiently flex-
ible and transparent to encourage students to question their inner workings. Attempting to
strike the right balance between functionality (the tools do a useful job) and transparency
(the tools can be inspected, manipulated and modified) remains a key priority for future
iterations (Simpson et al., 2005).

As LCSI (http://www.microworlds.com/) claims MicroWorlds is a Logo-
like environment in which students can explore and test their ideas as they create anima-
tions, games, science simulations, mathematical experiments, and interactive multimedia
stories, whatever, limited only by the limits of their imagination. Many researchers and
educators have proposed various constructionist approaches in order to use MicroWorlds
and promote students active involvement in the teaching-learning process (Brouwer et al.,
2007; Dapontes et al., 2003; Glezou and Grigoriadou, 2009b). The Greek version of Mi-
croWorlds was adapted and spread in the Greek educational community in 2002 and
since then a significant number of Greek students, teachers, educators and researchers
has become enthusiasts fans of it as a powerful multimedia programming environment
and authoring tool that supports programming in Greek language and used it in different
educational settings (classrooms, seminars, workshops, books) (Dapontes et al., 2003;
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Komis, 2005; Glezou and Grigoriadou, 2009b). It should be mentioned that the Greek
version of MicroWorlds Pro is also used as the basic programming environment in the
new didactic package (students’ and teachers’ books) for the Junior High Informatics
course according to the novel Greek cross-thematic curriculum framework for compul-
sory education since 2006.

Open exploratory learning environments, such as Logo-like environments, require
guidance which should not be didactical, but interventional and supportive, while quite
often Logo’s learning effectiveness is linked to the presence of the teacher’s guidance in
the form of discussion or in the form of worksheets (Dapontes et al., 2003; Glezou and
Grigoriadou, 2009b).

The creation of interesting and demanding environments encouraging the active and
constructive participation of students is a great challenge for teachers. The planning of
a learning environment includes extensive decision making for planning, which should
be the result of conscious thought rather than an unconscious choice (Vosniadou, 2005).
In Ackermann’s words: “A rich learning environment is one that offers the freedom for
genuine exploration, reflection, expression and negotiation, while at the same time pro-
viding help and support, when needed. Needless to say, it is not easy to decide how much
freedom or guidance makes for a nurturing and yet challenging learning experience. And
different people need different kinds of feedback, at different times, in different situa-
tions! A good clinician, like a good teacher, is someone who masters the art of providing
the “right” amount of elbowroom in each singular case” (Ackermann, 2003, p. 35).

Learning occurs through a process of continuous changes in the individual’s cognitive
structures and is directly linked to the effects of the sociocultural environment (Vygotsky,
1978). At the same time, the context in which learning takes place, as well as the tools’
mediation play a crucial part providing opportunities for active, exploratory and person-
ally significant learning for the individual. The design, development and implementation
of the proposed educational scenario and activities are based on a framework of general
pedagogical principles that constitute the resultant force of the ideas developed through
the last years in the field of cognitive and sociocognitive theories, based on the social
constructive model. The basic axes for the design of educational scenario and activities
suggested are:

• structuring exploratory and creative student-teacher roles,
• supporting the process of active knowledge building,
• exploiting students’ previous knowledge, experiences and intuitions,
• using a cross-thematic approach, and,
• developing collaborative learning environments.

3. Research Framework

The present study is part of a wider research, which aims to explore the potential of im-
plementing a cross-thematic educational scenario that promotes collaborative exploratory
learning as a framework for activities and for a series of lessons. The aim of this research
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is to bring forward the basic parameters of an effective interdisciplinary constructionist
approach, in the level of designing, development and implementation.

We considered that MicroWorlds Pro (Greek version 1.1) is an appropriate multime-
dia programming environment for the development of microworlds, models, simulations,
multimedia applications as projects, in the framework of implementing a cross-thematic
educational scenario.

The basic research questions of the particular study are:

• Which instructional strategy supports better student engagement in simulation de-
velopment: simulation development from scratch or use of a preconstructed mi-
croworld?

• How do the students collaborate and interact with the programming environment?
• Which are the special features of MicroWorlds Pro that contribute to or cause dif-

ficulty in the development of an effective learning environment?

It is a case study that uses ethnographic and action research elements since the re-
searcher was also the teacher of the class.

In the framework of the educational scenario “Free fall simulation development”, af-
ter the setting of the teaching objectives, we structured a series of lessons in phases; each
phase in stages and each stage in distinct steps. Then, we developed a) microworlds in Mi-
croWorlds Pro, b) activity worksheets-lesson plans, c) student worksheets and d) teacher
worksheets. The research tools were the above mentioned, as well as the Greek version
of MicroWorlds Pro (Greek version 1.1).

We collected data from the researcher’s notes-diary after each didactic hour, the stu-
dents’ notes-drafts, the filled-in worksheets, the microworlds and final projects of the stu-
dents, as well as from semi-structured interviews of students. Then, the data underwent a
qualitative analysis, whose results led to modifications in the ergonomics, the appearance
and the function of the microworlds, as well as in the gradual ameliorative reshaping of
the lesson plan and the worksheets.

The suggested cross-thematic scenario was implemented in the framework of the
“Multimedia-Networks” course in two classes of the 3rd grade of A and B Arsakeio
General Senior High School of Psychiko in Athens, during the first four-month period of
the school year 2006–2007. “Multimedia-Networks” is an optional lesson without written
examination, which students of all three orientations (theoretical, scientific and techno-
logical) can take up, and therefore it requires special treatment due to the heterogeneity
of the students. This heterogeneity has to do with the basic computer skills and with pro-
gramming skills in particular, as well as with the different cognitive level of the students
in Physics and Mathematics. In addition, a significant 30% of students showed reduced
interest and negative spirit towards the course.

All the students had already been exposed to the MicroWorlds Pro environment and
the basic Logo commands in previous lessons (one didactic hour per class) that enabled
the students to familiarize themselves in a first degree with the environment’s basic fea-
tures and the construction of microworlds by adding cartoons and multimedia elements
(e.g., sound, video).

In the present study, which took 6 didactic hours per class, the participants were 2
classes of 9 teams – 18 students (8 girls – 10 boys) and 11 teams – 23 students (14 girls
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– 9 boys) respectively. The students were separated in small groups of 2 per computer of
their own choice. Due to the odd number of the 2nd class, there was also one team (team
#9 of 2nd class) with three students. Both classes had a similar programming background
and similar averages of all disciplines.

We implemented two alternate instructional strategies (one for each class): a) simula-
tion development from scratch and b) use of a preconstructed microworld.

The preconstructed microworld “Free fall simulation development” (Fig. 1) consists
of four pages characterized by a gradually increasing complexity that corresponds to the
particular first three phases of the scenario:

a) on page 1 of the microworld we have the construction of the free fall simulation
(corresponding to Phase A of scenario);

b) on page 2 we have the construction of the free fall’s stroboscopic representation
(corresponding to Phase B of scenario);

c) on page 3 we have the construction of the free fall’s stroboscopic representation
and the exploitation of a table exhibiting the values of time and position (corre-
sponding to Phase C of scenario (Stage 4 – 7th Step, as described in lesson plan in
Section 3.2);

d) on page 4 we have the construction of the free fall’s stroboscopic representation
and the exploitation of a table exhibiting the values of time, position and velocity
(corresponding to Phase C of scenario (Stage 4–8th and 9th Step, as described in
lesson plan in Section 3.2).

Fig. 1. Snapshots of the “Free fall simulation development” preconstructed microworld pages: a) 1st page,
b) 2nd page, c) 3rd page and d) 4th page.
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In the 1st class, the students were asked to gradually build the microworld of free fall sim-
ulation, from scratch, following the steps of appropriately structured worksheets which
correspond to the first three phases (Phases A, B and C) of the scenario.

In the 2nd class, the students were asked to experiment with a given preconstructed
microworld (Fig. 1) and extend/modify it as explicitly described in the lesson plan in
Section 3.2.

In the last two phases (D, E) of the scenario, the students of both classes were asked
to proceed to the construction of a variety of simulations, multimedia applications and
webpages.

It is worth mentioning that only the first three phases (Phases A, B and C) of the
scenario differentiate in the 1st and 2nd class whereas the last two phases (D, E) remain
common for both classes.

In the following, we present the educational scenario: “Free Fall Simulation Develop-
ment” discussing special issues of interest.

3.1. Educational Scenario: “Free Fall Simulation Development”

The cross-thematic scenario “Free fall simulation development” creates an open and flex-
ible framework of activities, where elements of Informatics are linked with Physics and
Mathematics focusing on the development of microworlds as models, simulations and
multimedia applications.

The “Free fall simulation development” scenario’s research item, as its title suggests,
is the development of a free fall simulation (without friction and resistance). The con-
struction of a free fall simulation in the MicroWorlds Pro environment requires the knowl-
edge of the free fall laws (Physics knowledge of the 1st grade of Senior High School ac-
cording to Greek educational system) and, at the same time, programming skills in Logo
language. This is a circular process of successive transitions between the actual motion
of the object and its simulation.

The scenario’s activities evolve in five distinct phases:

• Phase A – construction of the free fall simulation.
• Phase B – construction of a stroboscopic representation of the free fall.
• Phase C – construction of a stroboscopic representation of the free fall and exploita-

tion of a table exhibiting the values of time, position (ordinate Y) and velocity.
• Phase D – construction of a variety of free fall simulations.
• Phase E – construction of a multimedia application and webpages / presentation of

the project.

The structure of the evolutionary phases and respective activities is characterized by
a gradually increasing degree of complexity and difficulty (Dapontes, 2005).

The students would gradually reach a higher level of familiarization with Logo pro-
gramming and the MicroWorlds Pro environment, while constructing their knowledge,
developing skills based on previous experience, analyzing, composing or/and expanding
Logo code.

The selection of the specific successive activities is based on the view that the con-
struction of new situation facing models with a gradually increasing degree of complex-
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ity and difficulty, by re-using already created models, encourages the systematization of
knowledge and bridges the gap between the simple and the more complex.

Each new activity is based on the skills acquired during the previous activity, func-
tioning as scaffolding for the development of reasoning processes and as a systematic
way of familiarizing with the environment’s tools (Glezou and Grigoriadou, 2009a).

The estimated total time for the activities corresponds to 5–9 didactic hours and the
suggested hour distribution is the following: Phase A: 1 didactic hour, Phase B: 1–2 di-
dactic hours, Phase C: 1–2 didactic hours, Phase D: 1–2 didactic hours, Phase E: 1–2
didactic hours.

The scenario’s nature is indicative and not exemplary. The teachers, based on their
personal interest, can reform it or build new personal scenarios and activities.

As above mentioned, the suggested cross-thematic scenario was implemented in the
framework of the “Multimedia-Networks” course and in the field of Informatics, as far
as the activities were concerned, our aim was to cultivate the skills of designing, de-
veloping, exploring and managing microworlds as models, simulations and multimedia
applications, helping students familiarize, at the same time, with the basic concepts of
programming, understanding and writing Logo programs.

According to Greek educational system, the particular scenario and its activities could
be incorporated as well in the Physics course of the 1st grade of Senior High (in the
didactic unit, where free fall laws are included), in the Informatics Applications course
of the 1st and 2nd grade of Senior High, by properly adjusting the goals and the didactic
process.

It should be noted that the selection of the activities, the activities’ teaching-learning
goals, the final planning, the time schedule and the lesson plan are determined accord-

Table 1

Structure of the lesson plan (according to the three elements: Phase, Stage and Step)

Phases Stages Steps

Phase A Stage 1 Step 1

Step 2

Stage 2 Step 3

Phase B Stage 3 Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Phase C Stage 4 Step 7

Step 8

Step 9

Phase D Stage 5 Step 10

Phase E Stage 6 Step 11

Stage 7 Step 12
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ing to the students’ level of knowledge and previous experience, their interests and the
didactic goals set by the teacher.

Below is presented the lesson plan which was implemented in the 2nd class following
the teaching strategy of the use of the preconstructed microworld.

For clarity reasons, the relationships of the three elements (Phase, Stage, and Step) of
the lesson plan are summarized in the Table 1.

3.2. Lesson Plan (Implemented at the 2nd Class)

Phase A

Stage 1 (1st and 2nd Step): Revocation of Previous Knowledge – Connection with
Everyday Life
In the 1st step the students are asked to re-invoke their previous knowledge or/and expe-
rience that has to do with the free fall and the equations that regulate it.

In the 2nd step there is a discussion about the concept of simulation, of chronopho-
tography or stroboscopic representation and of the modeling process.

Stage 2 (3rd Step): Experimentation with the Free Fall Simulation
In the 3rd step the students are asked to open the relevant microworld of MicroWorlds
Pro, then click on the button “fall1” in page 1 (Fig. 1a) and observe the movement of the
turtle shaped as a sphere.

The students are encouraged to go to the Procedures Tab of the environment and study
the initial code of the program (Table 2).

The initial code in the Procedures Tab of the environment includes three procedures:
start1, movement1 and fall1 (as presented in the column named Procedures in the Ta-
ble 2) and, in parallel, the explanatory remarks (as presented in the column named Ex-
planatory Remarks in the Table 2). It should be noted that the procedure fall1 calls the
sub-procedures: start1 and movement1. For clarity reasons, the presented code has been
translated and adapted from Greek to English.

What follows next is a gradual analysis of the code, the program’s structure, the basic
commands and procedures’ syntax, as well as the use of the variables mentioned in the
code.

Finally, there is a discussion whether it is possible to improve/extend the code. A
crucial question is emerging: how can we modify the previous code in order to program
a stroboscopic representation of the free fall?

Phase B

Stage 3 (4th, 5th and 6th Step): Development of a Stroboscopic Representation of the
Free Fall
In the 4th step the students are asked to go to page 2 of the microworld and click on the
button “fall2”. The students observe that nothing happens and, then, go to the Procedures
Tab, where the procedure fall2 does not exist.
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Table 2

The code of the program “Development of the Free Fall Simulation” and
explanatory remarks on commands (Phase A)

Procedures Explanatory remarks

to start1 ;initialization procedure

t1,

make ”y0 last pos ;storage of position ordinate y

make ”g -9.81 ;storage of value of acceleration of gravity

make ”t 0 ;storage of start counting time

make ”dt 0.001 ;storage of time step

end ;procedure definition end

to movement1 ;movement procedure

sety :y0 + 0.5 * :g * :t * :t ;turtle’s placement to ordinate y

make ”t :t + :dt ;time increasing up dt

movement1 ;recall of movement procedure

end ;procedure definition end

to fall1 ;fall procedure

start1 ;call of initialization procedure

movement1 ;call of movement procedure

end ;procedure definition end

The students are encouraged to define the procedure fall2 as well as the prerequisite
component sub-procedures start2 and movement2 (Table 3) by re-using the initial code
(as presented in Table 2) and modifying it appropriately in order to proceed to the devel-
opment of a stroboscopic representation of the free fall.

As the students proceed to the sequence of activities, in order to gain time while
keyboarding the appropriate code, we recommend students to copy-paste the code of
the corresponding initial procedures from and to the Procedures Tab, so that they can
later modify/extend it appropriately and move on to the next step. In each step the corre-
sponding initial code is extended by adding to it a new command or a small sequence of
commands in order to scaffold the familiarization with gradually increasing complexity.

In the 5th step the teacher introduces the conditional statement for the immobilization
of the turtle and the command stamp and analyzes the appropriate use of them.

In the 6th step, after their attempts (maybe some successful or/and unsuccessful) to
modify the code with the necessary feedback and discrete guidance from the teacher, the
students succeed in developing the necessary code for the construction of a stroboscopic
representation of the free fall. Afterwards, the students are asked to go back to page 2
of the microworld (Fig. 1b), click the button “fall2” and observe the free fall simulation
evolve in a stroboscopic representation.
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Table 3

The code of the program “Development of a Stroboscopic Representation of the
Free Fall” and explanatory remarks on commands (Phase B)

Procedures Explanatory Remarks

to start2 ;initialization2 procedure

t1, sety 115 ;turtle’s placement to ordinate y = 115

make ”y0 last pos ;storage of position ordinate

make ”g -9.81 ;storage of value of acceleration of gravity

make ”t 0 ;storage of start counting time

make ”dt 0.001 ;storage of time step

make ”N 0

end ;procedure definition end

to movement2 ;movement2 procedure

if ycor < -115[stopme] ;stoppage condition check

sety :y0 + 0.5 * :g * :t * :t ;turtle’s placement to ordinate y

if :t = :N[stamp make ”N :N + 1] ;turtle leaves trace

make ”t :t + :dt ;time increasing up dt

movement2 ;recall of movement2 procedure

end ;procedure definition end

to fall2 ;fall2 procedure

start2 ;call of start2 procedure

movement2 ;call of movement2 procedure

end ;procedure definition end

Phase C

Stage 4 (7th, 8th and 9th Step): Development of a Stroboscopic Representation of the
Free Fall and Exploitation of a Table Exhibiting the Values of Time, Position and Velocity
In the 7th step the students are asked to go to page 3 of the microworld (Fig. 1c), click on
the button “fall3” and observe the evolution of the stroboscopic representation of the free
fall and the simultaneous record of the values of time (t) and ordinate (y) in the text box
“Table”.

In the 8th step the students are encouraged to go to the Procedures Tab and analyze the
code of the procedure fall3, focusing on the syntax of the command that answers for the
record of the values of time and of ordinate y. Then, the students follow the clarifications
that have to do with the lists and are asked to modify properly the code of the procedure
fall3 on the Procedures Tab, in order to define the procedure fall4 so as to simultaneously
record the values of time (t), ordinate y (y) and velocity (υ) on the text frame “Table” of
the environment.

In the 9th step, with the appropriate feedback and guidance from the teacher, the
students finally define the procedure fall4 in order to build the code for the simulation of
the free fall with a stroboscopic representation and a simultaneous recording of the values
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of time (t), ordinate y (ord y) and velocity (υ) on the text frame “Table”. Afterwards, the
students are asked to go to page 4 of the microworld (Fig. 1d), click on the button “fall4”
and observe the evolution of the free fall and the simultaneous recording of values.

Phase D

Stage 5 (10th Step): Development of a Variety of Simulations
In the 10th step the students are asked to create develop the code of various procedures
and insert new pages in the microworld, by importing turtles and various objects of their
choice in it, in order to make a variety of free fall simulations, experimenting in the
microworld’s environment.

Phase E

Stage 6 (11th Step): Development of a Multimedia Application and of Webpages
In the 11th step the students are asked to create a multimedia application and webpages
of their own choice, combining the free fall simulations they made in a unified whole (see
Figs. 2 and 3).

Stage 7 (12th Step): Presentation of the Project
In the 12th step the students present the project they made in class, they express and
discuss their impressions and experience, as well as the problems they faced.

4. Findings

From the data analysis of this pilot implementation (the application is in evolution so we
present only indicative facts here) we should stress the following:

The process had a positive effect on both classes.
The students showed interest in their interaction with the MicroWorlds Pro environ-

ment and remained active during the lessons, especially in the phase where they had to
create their own simulations and multimedia applications. Students that were not initially
interested in the “Multimedia-Networks” course were motivated and cooperated satis-
factorily. Yet there were five groups (Teams 1, 3, 7 of 1st class and Teams 1, 7 of 2nd
class) that cooperated only fragmentarily. The students, in many cases, were enthusiastic
after being exposed to the “purely” programming part of the lesson and admitted hav-
ing a “live” interaction with the environment. While investigating each program in the
activity sequence, students went repetitively through a cycle of prediction, modeling in
Logo, model-testing and consideration of the limitations of any current model’s scope of
application.

Actions such as the planning of the desired interface surfaces, the recognition of a
command sequence and the definition of a procedure are considered to be indicative of
the high level skills and goals’ development, such as the recognition of a procedure func-
tion and the definition of new procedures. The repetitive shift between the code analysis
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and its reforming/extension, which allows the shift from simple to complex and the grad-
ual familiarization with the programming language within the scaffolding process, has
proved to be equally effective.

During the process of developing Logo code and of debugging, the questions posed
by the students were often fixed and imperative. The teacher needs to proceed in subtle
handlings, in order to accommodate the students with no more support than what they
need.

It was observed an increased difficulty due to the students’ lack of familiarity with
the syntactic rules of Logo, something which often led to their disappointment and their
urge to quit. This applies particularly to students who had never wished or had the chance
to familiarize themselves with programming. Actually it was more obvious among the
students of theoretical orientation. The following mistakes were observed on a regular
basis: the students left no space between the operators, in the procedure name they left a
space between two words (e.g., movement 1 instead of movement1), they used the letter
“o” instead of 0 (zero), they omitted semicolons before the variable, or forgot to put the
word end at the end of the procedure definition.

As the students of both classes proceed to the sequence of relevant activities during
the phases A, B and C, in order to gain time while keyboarding the appropriate code,
we recommend students to copy-paste the code of the corresponding initial procedures
from and to the Procedures Tab, so that they can later modify/extend it appropriately and
move on to the next step. In each phase the corresponding initial code is expanded by
adding to it a new command or a small sequence of commands in order to scaffold the
familiarization with gradually increasing complexity.

The analysis of students’ answers on the worksheets revealed that: (a) students in all
ability levels made gains in programming and modeling skills; (b) students made signif-
icant gains in their ability to answer items covering initial conditions, condition value,
variables, and program flow.

In the 2nd class, the preconstructed microworld had a positive effect, especially for
the students who had no experience at all in programming. We consider that the precon-
structed microworld functioned as a good starting point, as a solid ground for various
alternative explorations, modifications and extensions, as a vehicle for collaboration and
negotiation which promoted a better performance.

In the phase where they were asked to create a variety of simulations, the students
demonstrated their inventiveness; they built alternative personal models with different
levels of detail and variations of methods. Following the teacher’s suggestion, some
groups looked for relevant material on the Internet and in the installation folders of the
softwares available (like Modellus: another computer tool for modeling and experimen-
tation), in order to enrich their pages with images, videos etc. Groups of 2nd class were
more creative; they construct a richer variety of multiple more detailed alternate models.
Three groups of 2nd class went on further to create simulations of different phenomena
such as uniform translatory motion and symmetrical oscillation.

In Fig. 2 we present indicative snapshots of the microworld of a students’ project work
(Team 3 of 2nd class), as resulted from the preconstructed microworld modification. We
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Fig. 2. Snapshots of the microworld of the students’ project work (Team 3 of 2nd class).

notice enriched multiple pages with additional material that was found on the Internet
and in the installation folders of softwares available (like Modellus: another computer
tool for modeling and experimentation).

In Fig. 2a the students added an introductory page, calling to “Free fall investigation”
and enriched with images (like an image of Galileo, an image of Free fall stroboscopic
representation).

In Fig. 2b the students defined a new procedure as “Fall_on_earth”, renamed properly
the corresponding button and added one turtle shaped as a ruler to measure the distance
between the ball’s stamps.

In Fig. 2c we see a parallel stroboscopic representation of the free fall on the earth
and the moon (by clicking buttons corresponding to appropriate procedures defined as
“Fall_on_earth”, “Fall_on_moon”).

In Figs. 2d and 2e, the students proceeded to the parameterization procedure. They
suitably defined the parametric procedure as “Fall_?” and then used a text box (Fig. 2d)
and a slider (Fig. 2e) to input the value of variable g (where g: acceleration of gravity). In
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Fig. 3. Snapshots of the microworld of the students’ project work (Team 8 of 2nd class).

Fig. 2f, the students added a video-experiment relating to the investigation of the free fall
phenomenon (found in the installation folder of Modellus), hyperlinks to websites where
relevant educational material can be found, as well as new buttons linked with procedures
dealing with quizzes.

In Fig. 3, snapshots of the microworld created by another team (Team 8 of 2nd class)
are presented.

In Figs. 3a and 3b we notice the introductory page enriched with images and an an-
nouncement emerging in the presentation mode of the microworld, with the message
“Let’s investigate the Free Fall”.

In Fig. 3c, we see the turtle shaped as an apple, two different text boxes as tables to
output the values of time (t) and velocity (v) as opposed to the single table used in the
preconstructed microworld.

In Fig. 3d, the students gave the microworld a game dimension. As we see, an emerg-
ing announcement is calling us to observe the movement and calculate the value of g,
combining the values of time (t) and velocity (v) from the text boxes.

In Figs. 3e and 3f, the students used a parametric procedure and a text box to input
the value of variable g (g: acceleration of gravity).
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Table 4

Skills development per team

Skills # Team 1st class # Team 2nd class

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Code
modification

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Use of new
commands

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

New procedures
development

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

New simulations
development

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

New objects
import

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Webpages
development

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

In Fig. 3f also, we can see three text boxes as tables to output the values of time (t),
velocity (v) and position (y) (: ordinate Y).

The results of the analysis of students’ microworlds and final projects are presented
in Table 4. It is evident from the checkpoints in the matrix that the 2nd class accom-
plished a better final result regarding the observed skills development per team compared
to the 1st class.

Follow-up interviews of students revealed that the experience of both instructional
methods led to a reduction of the anxiety towards programming and to an increased will-
ingness to approach programming challenges in a more positive attitude.

The results from the structured part of the interviews are presented for the 1st class
(18 students) in Fig. 4 regarding a) the prior experience and b) the acquired experience
after the lessons. The corresponding results for the 2nd class (23 students) are presented
in Fig. 5 regarding a) the prior experience and b) the acquired experience after the lessons.

To measure the students’ responses to the items – regarding a) the prior experience
and b) the acquired experience after the lessons – of the structured part of the interviews
post-evaluation, a five-point Likert scale from 1 to 5 was used, where 1 was coded as the
lowest and 5 as the highest (1 = “None”; 2 = “Little”; 3 = “Sufficient”; 4 = “Well”;
5 = “Very well”). According to students’ answers the teacher as the interviewer placed a
cross “X” in the appropriate box of a matrix using the above scale.

These results indicate that the majority of students of both classes stated that they
developed an increased programming experience, familiarization with Logo and Mi-
croWorlds Pro, as well as an increased positive attitude towards programming, modeling,
Physics, Mathematics and Multimedia-Networks.

The general interview results show that the students in both classes were satisfied
with their participation in the course, with the knowledge they acquired as well as the
artifacts they constructed. They also appeared to enjoy the lessons, and they admitted that
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Fig. 4. Results from the structured part of the interviews for the 1st class (18 students) regarding a) the prior
experience and b) the acquired experience after the lessons.

they have found the teaching approach and material “very intriguing”, “effective”, “really
scaffolding”, “helpful to learn how to learn”, and “focus on construction”.

Among the special features of MicroWorlds Pro that contribute to the creation of an
effective learning environment we should mention the following: The options Duplicate
Page and New Page from the Pages Menu of the environment have proved to be partic-
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Fig. 5. Results from the structured part of the interviews for the 2nd class (23 students) regarding a) the prior
experience and b) the acquired experience after the lessons.

ularly functional. In each new phase of the project, we encourage students to reproduce
a selected page or/and add a new page in their microworld, in order to be able to trace
back the sequential stages of their work, reflect upon them and reconsider their choices,
as well as reuse the elements of the selected page and proceed to the necessary changes.
In addition, the option Presentation Mode from the View Menu is functional to frame and
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demonstrate completed projects, as it centers the project on the screen and sets the area
around the project to black, framing the presentation by hiding the Command Center,
Tab, Toolbar, MicroWorlds Menus and Status Bar. The Project Tab displays the complete
state of the project including all objects, whether they are hidden or not, as well as the
state variables. This has proved to be especially useful for analyzing a project, finding
unused objects on a page and/or proceeding to subsequent modifications.

Below, we present a characteristic episode as an indicative example of the collab-
orative, exploratory learning atmosphere developed during the interaction between the
teacher, the students of a group (Team 4 of 1st class) and the computing environment.

4.1. Characteristic Episode in a Group of Students

This episode took place in the 1st phase of the construction simulation activities, while
the students analyze the code in order to grasp the commands that form the procedure
defining the initial conditions of the fall, and particularly of the turtle’s initial position
ordinate. In order to be more tangible, it should be noted that in Greek version of Mi-
croWorlds Pro, the first turtle that comes in the scene is named by default χ1 (where
χ: the initial letter of Greek word “χελẃνα” that means turtle in English) instead of t1
(where t: the initial letter of English word “turtle” in English version of the environment).
This often leads Greek students to confusion as χ is considered the abscissa.

T: Try out the command: χ, show last pos;
S2 enters in the Command Center the command: χ1, show last pos and executes the

command by pressing enter. While the command is executed, an error message appears
in the Command Center: I don’t know anything about χ1;

S1 (addressing to S2): Oops! What does it say there?
S2 (addressing to S1): Don’t you know how to read?
S2 (addressing to the teacher): On the screen there is a message saying: I don’t know

anything about χ1;
S1 (addressing to the teacher): What is χ1;
T: Think. . . What do we call χ1;
S1: Umm. . . don’t we usually call χ1 the turtle’s ordinate?
S2: What turtle’s?
S1: Oh! No! We didn’t put a turtle! χ1 is the turtle’s name;
S2: Let’s put one. Let’s see now. . .

S2 inserts a turtle in the page and executes the command again: χ1, show last pos in
the Command Center;

S1: 63! This must be the abscissa!
S2: The abscissa or the ordinate?
S1: Oh! It’s the ordinate that we’re looking for? Then it must be the ordinate!
S1: I don’t know. . . I found it! Let’s try out the command: show pos;
S1 enters in the Command Center the command: x1, show pos and executes the com-

mand. While the command is executed, an error message appears: I don’t know anything
about χ1, show;
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S2: You didn’t put in a space, stupid!
S1: Oh, ok!
S1 corrects in the Command Center the command: x1, show pos and executes it

again. On the next line, right under the command in the Control Center, appear the num-
bers: 30 63;

S2: 30 the abscissa and 63 the ordinate;
S1: Are you sure?
S2: I’m positive! Try the command: show first pos and you’ll see.
As we can see from the above, the students explore the coordinates of the turtle’s

position, they formulate hypotheses, check whether their hypotheses are correct, affirm
or re-examine their presumptions and correct themselves.

In their experimentation process, students receive direct feedback from the environ-
ment; they negotiate, cooperate, criticize one another, evaluate themselves, take turns in
the first and second role, suggest ways of coping with new situations and try out new
commands. They become more active and their centre of interest is transferred easily,
tracing new exploration paths.

The teacher urges students to experiment, observe and reflect. She doesn’t answer the
question posed to her directly, but poses a new question that functions as a stimulus for
further reflection and exploration.

5. Conclusions

This paper presented a small-scale study investigating the use of the MicroWorlds Pro
multimedia programming environment as an authoring tool for constructing models, sim-
ulations and multimedia applications with students of Senior High School.

The findings reaffirm the view that the use of open software, like MicroWorlds Pro,
cultivates creativity, gives the teacher pedagogical freedom and supports the students’
active engagement and learning.

The preconstructed microworld functioned as “object to think with”, a good starting
point and a solid ground for explorations-modifications-extensions, as a vehicle for col-
laboration and led to various alternative constructions of personal and social meaningful
artifacts.

The proposed educational scenario and the structured series of activities characterized
by a gradual increase in complexity and difficulty functioned pretty well as scaffolding
during the gradual familiarization with simulation development, Logo programming and
the programming environment MicroWorlds Pro.

The implementation in actual classroom circumstances and, as a matter of fact, in dif-
ferent classes on successive days, provided us with important feedback that led to modifi-
cations/interventions in the ergonomics, the appearance and function of the microworlds,
as well as in the ameliorative reshaping of the worksheets and of the lesson plan.
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6. Discussion

6.1. Special Issues of Interest

The use and re-use of preconstructed microworlds for the creation of new artifacts with a
gradually increasing degree of complexity encourages the systematization of knowledge
and bridges the gap between the simple and the more complex (Glezou and Grigoriadou,
2009b). It is difficult to provide students with solid, preconstructed models to help them
create new ones, and, at the same time, so flexible as to encourage them to explore their
inner functions (Simpson et al., 2005).

The proposed educational scenario and the structured series of activities exploited in
gradual steps and according to the acquired experience of the students could be consid-
ered especially effective in scaffolding simulation development, Logo programming and
in parallel, gradual familiarization with MicroWorlds Pro; it may be adapted/extended to
respond to special characteristics of users group, such as age, background and may be
used in different learning contexts.

The Logo programming syntax constituted a major obstacle for some students as
they were often discouraged by the strictness of the programming syntactic rules. This
applies particularly to students who had never wished or had the chance to famil-
iarize themselves with programming. Attempting to overcome this barrier we are in-
trigued to explore the use of different modeling paradigms, as Modellus and Scratch.
Modellus (http://modellus.fct.unl.pt/) enables students and teachers (high
school and college) to use mathematical equations and expressions to create or ex-
plore models interactively – no programming language is needed. By employing Scratch
(http://scratch.mit.edu/), the users do not have to write programming code.
Instead, they can drag and “snap together” colorful graphical building blocks, each of
which represents a simple programming instruction. By snapping together different com-
binations of these blocks, students can create sequences that build up into simulations.

6.2. Limitations of the Study

The present study is a small-scale case study in which students of two classes of 3rd
grade of Senior High School in “Multimedia-Networks” course participated. The sample
size (N = 18 and N = 23 respectively) may not be sufficient to adequately support a
generalization of the findings and associated implications for learning.

It is possible that the use of other preconstructed microworld or other series of ac-
tivities and within another group of students or another course there might have other
results/implications. Three factors are considered to be crucial in order to generalize the
findings of the present study. First successive cycles of experimentations and evaluations
of the instructional approaches in future courses. Second, the methods used for collecting
research data should be assessed to ensure their quality and be completed with supple-
mentary both quantitative and qualitative methods. Finally, the teaching strategies should
be implemented in varied educational contexts.
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6.3. Future Work

The implemented teaching strategies need to be further evaluated, regarding their effect
on scaffolding simulation development, Logo programming -programming language and
philosophy- and gradual familiarization with the programming environment. Further re-
search is needed to help identifying the key aspects around how such teaching approaches
are used to the best effect for students’ engagement and learning. In addition, more re-
search is needed for the identification of the special design characteristics of the learning
activities by using preconstructed microworlds and the preconstructed microworlds them-
selves, which promote engagement, artifact and knowledge construction, “thinking about
thinking”, meaning negotiation and collaboration for different learners and learning con-
texts.

Our future research plans focus on exploring the use of different modeling paradigms,
such as Scratch and Modellus, by implementing alternate instructional strategies which
might lead to the most effective combinations to support student engagement in simula-
tion development.
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Vidurinės mokyklos mokini ↪u sudominimas imitavimo kursu

Katerina GLEZOU, Maria GRIGORIADOU

Šiame straipsnyje pristatomas nedidelio masto tyrimas naudojant MicroWorlds Pro ↪ivairialypės
terpės programavimo aplink ↪a, kaip pradin ↪e priemon ↪e kuriant modelius . Tyrime dalyvavo vidurinės
mokyklos vyresni ↪uj ↪u klasi ↪u mokiniai, buvo ↪igyvendintas taikomasis projektas “Laisvojo kritimo
imitavimo plėtra” – atvira ir lanksti sistema, skirta veiklai klasėje. Buvo tiriamos dvi pakaitinės
mokymo strategijos: a) imitavimo konstravimas pagal scenarij ↪u ir b) iš anksto sukonstruoto
mikropasaulio panaudojimas. Buvo stebima, kaip mokiniai bendradarbiauja ir s ↪aveikauja progra-
mavimo aplinkoje. Straipsnyje aptariamas visas procesas, nagrinėjamas mokini ↪u ↪itraukimo ↪i veikl ↪a
lygis, mokini ↪u mokymosi panašumai ir skirtumai, nurodant tam tikras programavimo aplinkos
ypatybes, kurios padeda arba sukelia sunkum ↪u kuriant veiksming ↪a mokymosi aplink ↪a. Veiksmin-
gas konstruktyvistinis požiūris buvo projektuojamas, kuriamas ir ↪igyvendinamas siekiant sudominti
mokinius imitavimo procesu kaip ↪ivairialypės terpės tarpdisciplininiu projektu.
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– 9 boys) respectively. The students were separated in small groups of 2 per computer of
their own choice. Due to the odd number of the 2nd class, there was also one team (team
#9 of 2nd class) with three students. Both classes had a similar programming background
and similar averages of all disciplines.

We implemented two alternate instructional strategies (one for each class): a) simula-
tion development from scratch and b) use of a preconstructed microworld.

The preconstructed microworld “Free fall simulation development” (Fig. 1) consists
of four pages characterized by a gradually increasing complexity that corresponds to the
particular first three phases of the scenario:

a) on page 1 of the microworld we have the construction of the free fall simulation
(corresponding to Phase A of scenario);

b) on page 2 we have the construction of the free fall’s stroboscopic representation
(corresponding to Phase B of scenario);

c) on page 3 we have the construction of the free fall’s stroboscopic representation
and the exploitation of a table exhibiting the values of time and position (corre-
sponding to Phase C of scenario (Stage 4 – 7th Step, as described in lesson plan in
Section 3.2);

d) on page 4 we have the construction of the free fall’s stroboscopic representation
and the exploitation of a table exhibiting the values of time, position and velocity
(corresponding to Phase C of scenario (Stage 4–8th and 9th Step, as described in
lesson plan in Section 3.2).

Fig. 1. Snapshots of the “Free fall simulation development” preconstructed microworld pages: a) 1st page,
b) 2nd page, c) 3rd page and d) 4th page.
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Fig. 2. Snapshots of the microworld of the students’ project work (Team 3 of 2nd class).

notice enriched multiple pages with additional material that was found on the Internet
and in the installation folders of softwares available (like Modellus: another computer
tool for modeling and experimentation).

In Fig. 2a the students added an introductory page, calling to “Free fall investigation”
and enriched with images (like an image of Galileo, an image of Free fall stroboscopic
representation).

In Fig. 2b the students defined a new procedure as “Fall_on_earth”, renamed properly
the corresponding button and added one turtle shaped as a ruler to measure the distance
between the ball’s stamps.

In Fig. 2c we see a parallel stroboscopic representation of the free fall on the earth
and the moon (by clicking buttons corresponding to appropriate procedures defined as
“Fall_on_earth”, “Fall_on_moon”).

In Figs. 2d and 2e, the students proceeded to the parameterization procedure. They
suitably defined the parametric procedure as “Fall_?” and then used a text box (Fig. 2d)
and a slider (Fig. 2e) to input the value of variable g (where g: acceleration of gravity). In
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Fig. 3. Snapshots of the microworld of the students’ project work (Team 8 of 2nd class).

Fig. 2f, the students added a video-experiment relating to the investigation of the free fall
phenomenon (found in the installation folder of Modellus), hyperlinks to websites where
relevant educational material can be found, as well as new buttons linked with procedures
dealing with quizzes.

In Fig. 3, snapshots of the microworld created by another team (Team 8 of 2nd class)
are presented.

In Figs. 3a and 3b we notice the introductory page enriched with images and an an-
nouncement emerging in the presentation mode of the microworld, with the message
“Let’s investigate the Free Fall”.

In Fig. 3c, we see the turtle shaped as an apple, two different text boxes as tables to
output the values of time (t) and velocity (v) as opposed to the single table used in the
preconstructed microworld.

In Fig. 3d, the students gave the microworld a game dimension. As we see, an emerg-
ing announcement is calling us to observe the movement and calculate the value of g,
combining the values of time (t) and velocity (v) from the text boxes.

In Figs. 3e and 3f, the students used a parametric procedure and a text box to input
the value of variable g (g: acceleration of gravity).
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